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·P'ig. i.· St!•le "G'' Color PosiUon Ught.Si2:nalmounted 

o~ pole ~nd showi~g horizonttal adjustment screws 17 and 
vertical ad.juat:nent screws 15 and 16.· 
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General 

INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF STYLE 11 G11 

COLOR POSITION LIGHT SIGNALS 

In the Style 11 0 11 Color Position Light Signal, the 
lens system, lamp receptacle, case, cover and hood assem
bly is referred to as a lamp unit. Figure 2 shows one of 
the lamp units. The lamp receptacle is accurately lo
cated with respect to the focal point of the lens system, 
so that when a precision type rebased lamp having a 
2-7/32 11 .light center length is placed in the receptacle, 
the filament will be located at the focal point of the 
lens system. Standard PS-18 type rebased lamps or s-11 
type lamps with a suitable adapter (See Fig. 2) adjusted 
for 2-7 /32" light center length me.y be employed in this 
la.mp unit. 

On the inside at the top of each unit is a socket 
for inserting the tapered shaft of a sighting device 
shown in Fig. 3. When the lamp receptacle and lens com
bination are assembled, they are carefully aligned eo 
that the axis of the optical system is parallel to the 
axis of the tapered bore of the socket for the sighter. 
The sighting tube of the sighting device is parallel to 
the tapered shaft and, therefore, when placed in the 
socket, is parallel to the light beam from the lamp unit. 
This sighter may, therefore. be employed to indicate the 
point to which the. light beam from the unit ie pointed. 

To provide against the contingency of the lamp unit 
cover being left off, thus making possible a phantom in
dication, an inner shield is provided which only opens 
sufficiently to allow the replacement of a lamp or the 
cleaning of the inner lens. This shield door automati
cally closes, and should not be fastened in the open po
sition. This Shield is provided with a covered opening 
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Pig. 2. Sty~e .~a• Lam:p- Unit •. ~~Top view·a~owa S~ll 
bulb with _adjua"t;able adapter Po. 15()085 ; .... ~-b.ottom. 

view' shows· PS·.-10 preaiaion type: :lamp.· 
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directly back of the. sighting tube .socket ~a allow the ve 
of the· sighter Without·· removing the shield •. 

-The lamp uni.ts ·are adjustably mo~nted in a rigid 
r. boiler plate ba.okgrourid. The b~qkgrc,und is .supported on· 

the maet with fixed br~cket's fastened to the mast with 
u:..bol ts as shown fn · F:Lg_. 1. The complete ·signal assembly 
may: be rahed or lowered on the -mast and r_otated; in the 
horizontal plane. 

Alignment 

. When the signal is placed on the mas·t at the proper 
height it should be adjusted. in the horizontal plane be
fore'fastening, so that the background is faced approxi
mately in the correct direction. Ea.oh l',LDlp unit is then 
aligned individually by.means of the four adjustable 
mounting screw~ shown· in Fig. 1, in · 
a manner similar t_o. the adjust·ment 
of .a transit. Tw=o screws, one lo
cated at each side of the unit. pass 
through clearance holes i.n the back-
ground- and are threaded into the rim 
of the lamp unit, Two soi:ewa, one 
located at the top and one at the 
bottom Oif the lamp unit are threaded 
through the background and thus bear 
against the rim of the lamp unit. 

To align each lamp unit> insert 
the shaft of the sighter in the 
sighter socket, sight through the 
tube, and adjust the position of 
the unit until the cross wires in 
the· tube intersect the point on the 
track to Which the signal is to be 
a11gn·ed ~ The alignment of the .lamp . . . . 
unit is· accomplished by means of 
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Fig. 4; •... seotional 
Views pf Deflecting 
Prism Ccver.Glasses. 

Alignment on Curve~ 

the four adjustable mounting 
screws as follows: - Back off the 
top screw and tighten the bott·om 
screw to adjust the light beam 
upward and reverse this opera
tion to adjust the beam downward. 
For horizontal adjustment, back 
off the left hand screw and 
tighten the right hand screw or 
vice versa. After the adjust
ment is completed, all four 
screws should. be tight to pre
vent shifting of the lamp unit. 

Standard lamp units are designed to produce a rather 
concentrated light beam for long range indication on tan
gent track, or track of .small curvature. Various special 
"deflecting prisms" can be furnished when additional 
spread of light beam is required to properly signal track 
of greater curvature. Two standard deflecting prism cover 
glasses are available for use on curved track, one for 
10° spread in one direction only from the axis for moder
ately curved track; and the other one for 200 spread in 
one direction only from the axis for use where extreme 
spread is required. The deflecting prism cover glass 
together with its supporting ring is mount·ed in fron"t of 

--~ ---- .... _ ----------....... ,.... --..... 

Fi~.5. Diagram showing alignment of Light Signal on 
Curved Traok. 
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the standard lens by means of two screws threaded into the: 
standard lens ring in place of tl;le dummy .. ·screws used to 
protect the tapped holes, 

Figure 4 shows sectional views of a deflecting prism 
cover glass, the arrows indicating th~ direction a portion.
of the light beam is deflected in relation to the pris
matic formation on the inside of the cover glass. It is 
obvious that the same cover glass can•be used to deflect,.· 
light in either direction by revolving it 180°. To.align 
a signal on curved track, focus the sight on the farthest 
part of the curve, or on any other- point where the indi
cation should be first seen by the engineman, Figure 5 
illus_trates how the signal is aligned and the deflecting 
prism cover glass applied. The signal is aligned to 
point X; the main beam is indi_cated by the full lines. The 
cover glass is applied to deflect a portion of the.beam in 
the direction of the arrow. ·rhe deflected li~ht is indi
cated by the b~oken lines. After. the signal has been 
aligned, the indication should be observed from the track 
to determine if the point of maximum range bas been pro
perly selected so as to utilize the full spread of the 
beam to the best advantage. 

Cleaning of Lenses · 

Smoke and dust that collects on the exposed surface 
" of lenses should ·be cleaned off at sufficiently frequent 

intervals to maintain the normal range of the signal. 

Lamps_with Ada.:gters 

When S-11 type lamps with adjustable adapters Pc. 
150085, 12415 Sb, 14 are used, a jig is required for ad
justing the adapter for accurate location of the lamp 
filament with respect to the base of the adapter. i.e., 
with the center of illuminated filament 8l'ea in true ax
ial alignment with the adapter baee and 2-7/32" from the 
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* top of the pine in the base. Such a_jig Pc. 166866, 
08919 Sh, 5 is. available for this purppse. Instructions 
f..&r. adjusting adapters in this jig are covered in In
struction Pamphlet U-5040. 
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